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Short Description

It's easy to be passionate about winning, but at Logitech, our passion is in the science that makes winning
possible. We build precise gaming instruments. We advance technology so gamers can reach new levels of
speed, precision, reliability and comfort.

Description

It's easy to be passionate about winning, but at Logitech, our passion is in the science that makes winning possible. We build
precise gaming instruments. We advance technology so gamers can reach new levels of speed, precision, reliability and comfort.
Science is our philosophy, our methodology for studying, testing, and advancing gamers' experience—in the lab and in the game.

Features

Engineered for accuracy and precision.

Precision meets comfort. Accuracy meets fluid maneuverability. Lightweight meets durability. With buttons rated to 20 million
clicks and an exclusive Delta Zero sensor, the G100s is crafted to thrive in your favorite RTS and MOBA titles while also delivering
exceptional accuracy for FPS titles.

Delta Zero sensor technology: Accuracy is everything

Building on the powerful legacy of the G1 and G100 gaming mice, G100s features exclusive Delta Zero sensor optimizations for
high-accuracy cursor control. Whether zipping across the screen or honing in on a single pixel, the 2500 DPI sensor responds
accurately to your hand movements. The LED-illuminated sensor is designed to go beyond simple eye/hand coordination,
diminishing the thinking required to move your character, adjust your sniper scope, select RTS units or direct MOBA skill shots.

Ultra-durable build: Goes the distance, and then some

Gaming conditions torture typical mice. A typical League of Legends game player may make over 5,000 clicks per game. G100s is
designed to endure. Upgraded primary mechanical microswitches are rated to a 20 million-click lifespan. Low-friction
polytetrafluoroethylene feet are tested to last an amazing 250 km. Whatever you can dish out, G100s will stand up to it.

Advanced surface materials: A difference you can feel

We used infrared imaging to determine strategic tactile zones where the hand meets the mouse surface. We applied advanced
materials to each zone for improved comfort and durability. To combat heat and moisture build-up, we added a durable
hydrophobic coating to the palm area. For heavy contact zones, we added fingerprint-resistant coatings on the primary buttons.

Comfortable, ambidextrous shape: Comfort is king

With a natural contoured grip designed for maximum comfort, you’ll outlast the competition regardless of your hand size, grip
style or handedness. The inverted trapezoid shape encourages a sure grip without a second thought.

In-game sensitivity switching: Be ready in an instant

Make the right moves in any game situation. Shift through up to three DPI settings, from pixel-precise targeting (250 DPI) to
lightning-fast maneuvers (up to 2500 DPI) with a single button press, conveniently located behind the scroll wheel.
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2-millisecond report rate: Thought and action unite

Be confident your every command is executed as quickly as possible. Four times faster than a standard USB mouse, G100s
captures your moves as fast as you can make them.

Lightweight design: Streamlined for speed

G100s is light enough for quick, effortless movement with enough heft for precision placement and solid cursor control.

Slick feet: A material advantage

Low-friction polytetrafluoroethylene feet reduce drag for faster motions, smoother cursor movements and improved accuracy.

Easy-to-use setup software: Make it yours—simply

Use the optional Logitech Gaming Software to perfectly match its commands to your favorite games. Simple drag-and-drop
settings allow you to customize button and tracking profiles for any game you play. Or, use pre-configured customizations with
automatic game detection.

Specifications

Part Number

910-003533

Warranty Information

3-year Limited hardware warranty

System Requirements

Windows® 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista® or Windows XP
USB port
Internet connection for optional software download*

Package Contents

Mouse
User documentation

Tracking

Resolution: 250 dpi - 2500 dpi
Max. acceleration**: 20 G
Max. speed**: up to 120 inches (4.08 meters)/second

Responsiveness

USB report rate: Up to 500 reports/second

Glide

Dynamic coefficient of friction***: .09 μ (k)
Static coefficient of friction***: .14 μ (s)

Durability

Buttons (Left/Right): 20 million clicks
Feet: 250 kilometers
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Additional Information

Brand Logitech

SKU 910-003533

Weight 2.5000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

Mouse DPI 2500

Special Price $35.99


